In this Note, I challenge Foucauldian "rejectionism" by suggesting, through an example, that criticism cannot and should not assume an irreducibly oppositional stance. Critique is indeed "a challenge directed to what is";7 this challenge, however, should not be reduced to an "insurrectionary gesture.
I forward two broad claims. First, criticism itself should be understood as a social practice. Such an understanding demonstrates that certain characterizations of postmodernism as an antifoundational, nihilistic retreat from struggles for justice have no referent in the social world.' Second, this sociological understanding of criticism provides scholars with useful conceptual resources with which to guide the productive incorporation of postmodern insights into legal scholarship.
Debates about the propriety of postmodernism's anti foundational thinking have rapidly assumed a central role in many areas of legal inquiry." 0 Many legal scholars lament the arguably paralyzing, solipsistic mood of postmodernism," while others celebrate postmoderism 's putative emancipatory commitment to multiplicity, subjectivity, and indeterminacy. Ti-EX L REv 523, 527 n 9 1996) (describing one central feature of postmodem legal theory as antifoundationaism, defined as "the idea that there are no self-justifying rationalist or empiricist foundations lor our beliefs"), Feldman. supra. at 1047 ("Postmodernism rejects the very possibility of essences. coies, or foundations that undergirds modemislml.").
For sound and accessible introductions to postmodem thought. see B.
-sT & KI-LLN-R. upra note 2, STEVEN CONNOR. POSTMODERNIST CULTURE. AN INTRODUC-IoN To THi-oRuIs (t-Tilt-CONTI'5i' TRARY (1989) ; and DAVID HARVEY, THE CONDITION Of-PoSTIODt. RNrrY (1989) 7. Foucault, supra note 1. CRITIQUE 9-12 (1989) .
10. The growing influence of postmodermism in the legal academy is documentcd in GARY NI .), POSTMODERN LEGAL MOVEMENTS. LAW AND JURISPRUDI.ENCI-AT CfxTN RY's END (1995) [Vol. 107: 499 CRT is often characterized-usually as a precursor to criticism-as postmodem. t4 In fact, CRT seemingly strikes an ambivalent pose on the postmodern question; 15 some CRT scholars applaud the incorporation of postmodernism into "outsider jurisprudence,"' 6 while others warn of the dangers of narcissism 17 and political paralysis.' This surface ambivalence, however, masks a deeper consensus: While CRT scholars reach different conclusions on the usefulness of postmodemism, they apply the same preStefancic, Critical Race 7heory: An Annotated Bibliography, 79 VA. L. REV. 461 (1993) . For an informative history of the movement, see Richard Delgado, Legal Scholarship: Insiders, Outsiders, Editors, 63 U. COLO. L. REV. 717, 721 n.34 (1992) . A prominent feature of the intellectual, institutional, and political development of CRT relevant to this Note is that the movement began in many respects as a reaction against the deconstructive excesses of Critical Legal Studies. See Symposium, Minority Critique of the Critical Legal Studies Movement, 22 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 297 (1987) .
14. See, e.g., MINDA, supra note 10, at 167-85 (categorizing CRT as a "postmodern legal movement"); see also Chow, supra note 11, at 223 n. I (defining "nihilist" jurisprudence as embodying the "current positions of some legal academics that law and illegitimate power are inseparable, that all law is power, and that our current legal system allows those empowered to dominate and oppress other groups"); Douglas E. Litowitz, Some Critical Thoughts on Critical Race Theory, 72 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 503, 516 (1997) (attacking CRT for failing to "find a replacement approach [to liberalism] and understand how this new approach will preserve individual rights"); Thomas Morawetz, Understanding Disagreement, the Root Issue of Jurisprudence: Applying Wittgenstein to Positivism, Critical Theory, and Judging, 141 U. PA. L. REV. 371, 434-36, 438 (1992) (describing the "conceptual relativity" and "antifoundational" underpinnings of CRT); Jeffrey Rosen, The Bloods and the Crits: O.J. Simpson, Critical Race Theor, the Law, amud the Triumph of Color in America, NEW REPUBLIC, Dec. 9, 1996, at 27, 29 (describing CRT as a "poststructuralist" retreat from problems that minorities face). Some proponents of CRT contribute to this (mis)understanding of the movement. See, e.g., Feldman, supra note 6, at 1102-03 ("Postmodernism, in short, generates different voice scholarship by encouraging outgroup members to uncover previously suppressed truths and meanings. Different voice scholars, from this perspective, exemplify postmodernism; they are prototypical postmodemists."); Gary Peller, The Discourse of Constitutional Degradation, 81 Glo. L. J. 313, 330-36 (1992) (attributing to CRT a commitment to strong social constructionism as the "main epistemological point[]" of the movement).
15. See Veronica Gentilli, Comment, A Double Challenge for Critical Race Scholars: The Moral Context, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 2361 REV. , 2362 REV. (1992 (describing the "double challenge" confronting critical race scholars, namely that " [o] n the one hand, they must dispel the myth of objectivity that underlies our current understanding of the law and its moral foundation, while on the other, they must prove that it is possible to obtain a true and objective conception of justice").
16. See, e.g., Robert S. Chang, Toward an Asian American Legal Scholarship: Critical Race Theory; Post-Structuralism, and Narrative Space, 81 CAL. L. REV. 1243 , 1286 (1993 (arguing that the poststructuralist critique reveals that "political action is all that will be left"); Anthony E. Cook, Reflections oil Postmodernism, 26 NEW ENG. L. REV. 751, 754 (1992) ("Postmodern critique might be thought of as a strategy for bringing to the surface suppressed narratives and voices drowned out by the univocal projections of master narratives."); Charles R. Lawrence, III, The Word and the River: Pedagogy as Scholarship as Struggle, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 2231 REV. , 2252 REV. (1992 (arguing that those working to end racism should make a strong commitment to a subjective perspective); cf. Mark Tushnet, An Essay on Rights, 62 TEx. L. REV. 1363 REV. , 1402 REV. (1985 (claiming that it is "tremendously liberating" to recognize "that nothing is necessary, that everything is contingent, [and] that I need not resign myself to how things are").
The phrase "outsider jurisprudence" was coined by Mari Matsuda. See Mari J. Matsuda, Public Response to Racist Speech: Considering the Victim's Story, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2320 REV. , 2323 REV. n. 15 (1989 17. See Litowitz, supra note 14, at 516-20 (describing the "dangerisl of narcissism").
18. See, e.g., Deborah L. Rhode, Feminist Critical Theories, 42 STAN. L. REV. 617, 619-20 (1990) Although my understanding of the law's conceptual and normative commitments is shaped in no small measure by the insights of CRT, this Note is properly understood as a commentary on CRT rather than an instance of CRT. Additionally, I offer no criticism of CRT; nor do I suggest abandoning existing CRT research programs. Rather, this Note provides a sociological perspective 2 l on the practice of CRT22 as a way of deciphering the socially constructed boundaries that encircle and limit the CRT project.2'
More specifically, I suggest that CRT occupies a delimited domain of legal thought within which the range of acceptable propositions is a function of 19. These criteria are 'pre-theoretical" in the sense that their viability is i ot itself sublected to theoretical reflection. Compare this description with Steven Best and Doug Kellner's ac .ount ol critical theory's "rmetatheoretical assumptions". representation. social coherence. and agent E 13ST & KI-LLIN1R. supra note 2, at 257. Best and Kellner do not analyze the issue in the way I propo3se here As a consequence, the status of these "'metatheorctical assumptions" as discursive foundatios 1or crtit.al theory is unclear. As I discuss at length below, the pre-theoretical character of certain Conccpts pros dcz. unshakable foundations. See infra Parts 11. I1l 20. My argument is thus both descriptive and prescnriptie On a descnptise lesel. I ai that CRT is a socially organized critical project wedded to certain identiliable. pragmatit foundaitions CRT is not. therefore, an antiloundational, postmodem legal mosement In addition, on a piesuiptise lesel. I suggest ways in which postmodemism might be productively appropriated to further the CRT project 21. Zygmunt Bauman provides a uselul capsule summa of the sociological approach [Wihat sets sociology apart and gives it its distinctive character is the habit Of %ic., ng human actions as elements of widerfiguranons that is, ol a non-iandom asscmbl ol attos ltxked together in a web of mutual dependency (dependency being a state in sshich the piobability that the action will be undertaken and the chance ol its success change in telation to % hat .ttols ale. or do, or may do Any distinctive style or method of analyzing problems necessarily entails certain conceptual commitments. Consider, for example, theories of gaming or strategy. Chess strategists may disagree about the most appropriate defense against an English opening, but they unambiguously agree on, among other things, the game's ultimate objective. This consensus is a condition of possibility for the range of disagreements that comprise chess theory. Simply put, chess is chess in virtue of this agreement.
These pre-theoretical commitments therefore establish pragmatic foundations for any theoretical discourse. 26 The identifiable pre-theoretical commitments of CRT establish discursive limits on the range of theoretical propositions that could properly be characterized as CRT. That is, any project that involves departure or derogation from these commitments is not identifiable as CRT. My claim is not that scholars are unable to theorize or interrogate the pre-theoretical commitments of CRT. Rather, I suggest that the ability of the scholar to reflect on any issue from within a disciplinary framework is constrained by that discipline's pre-theoretical commitments. 27 24. By pre-theoretical commitments, I mean a practice's conceptual commitments that structure background understandings of the theoretical project. The selection of relevant facts, appropriate methods, and usable principles of verification-all theoretical concerns-necessarily takes place against the backdrop of certain pre-theoretical understandings. See PETER L. BERGER & THOMAS LUCKMANN, THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY 12 (1966) (suggesting that the reach of sociological vision does not extend to approaches that would challenge the pre-theoretical commitments of sociology and that "[tlo include epistemological questions concerning the validity of sociological knowledge in the sociology of knowledge is somewhat like trying to push a bus in which one is riding"). Similar concepts arc more fully developed in the philosophy of science. See, e.g., LUDWIK FLECK, GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF A SCIENTIFIC FACT 23-27 (Fred Bradley & Thaddeus J. Trenn trans., University of Chicago Press 1979) (1935) (describing the analogous concept of a "proto-idea").
25. Critics of this formulation might claim that no extra-theoretical perspective exists. This potential criticism helps clarify my point. Indeed, the concept of pre-theoretical commitments is itself a theoretical construction. Specific pre-theoretical commitments define the scope of particular modes of inquiry. That is, pre-theoretical commitments are not necessarily shared across disciplines. As a consequence, one mode of inquiry-sociology, for example-is capable of specifying the extra-theoretical features or preconditions of another-history, for example. Sociological theory could describe phenomena that are decidedly extratheoretical for historiography. Understood in this way, the notion of pre-theoretical commitments gives theoretical expression to extra-theoretical phenomena.
26. To clarify, my use of the term "foundations" does not refer to philosophical (or theoretical) foundations. Rather, I elaborate the notion of pre-theoretical commitments to highlight the sociological dimension in any critical practice. That is, the foundations described are social.
27. In this sense, my project draws upon and supplements Jack Balkin's work on "transcendental deconstruction. " See J.M. Balkin, Being Just with Deconstruction, 3 Soc. & LEGAL STUD. 393 (1994) [hereinafter Balkin, Being Justl; Balkin, Transcendental Deconstruction, supra note 6. Balkin notes that deconstructive techniques "appear to preclude the possibility of any stable conception of the lust or the good that could provide the basis for political belief or the authority for political action," Balkin, Being Just, supra, at 393. Balkin, however, qualifies this view by distinguishing the rhetorical practice of deconstruction from deconstruction itself. See id. at 402. The theory of deconstruction-a technique or tool, like all theories-may not allow for the possibility of justice, but the use of deconstruction as a political strategy nevertheless demonstrates a commitment to justice. Elaborating this distinction, Balkin provides a nuanced account of the relationship between deconstruction and justice by claiming that "deconstructive arguments made by human beings are necessarily partial in their perspective and limited in their scope, As a result, deconstructive argument does not necessarily further the interests of justice but is rather a Three related propositions are suggested by this analysis. First, CRT--even in its most deconstructive moments-inhabits an identifiable "political location." ' Second, this "political location" provides firn foundations that structure CRT as a theoretical (and practical) discourse. Third, the source of these foundations is social. Toward this end, I aim to demonstrate some of the ways in which CRT-as a socially organized practice-necessarily involves and informs what Michel Foucault derided as "'ministerial cabinet talk." 2 ' In short, the characterization of CRT as antifoundational-postmodern in the strong sense-is flawed. Furthermore, I claim that CRT's pre-theoretical commitments specify the conditions under which CRT should appropriate the insights of postmodernism. In this way, the Note strives to articulate a "sociology of critique" that would provide an account of the uses and abuses of "postmodem CRT." 3 The Note's argument proceeds as follows. Part I1 outlines and analyzes the debate over postmodernism in CRT. In this part, I point out some of the conceptual difficulties encountered by Critical Race Theorists in their attempts to answer Foucault's call for "essays in refusal." I suggest that the very ways in which CRT assumes an oppositional stance to traditional civil rights scholarship limit the breadth and depth of CRT's critical project. This analysis suggests that CRT qua CRT involves certain pre-theoretical cominiments; namely, CRT is committed to the concept of racial justice-a concept that is in turn wedded to a range of other conceptual commitments. The reasoning in this part suggests that the question, properly specified, on the relationship between CRT and postmodernism is the following: What is the relationship rhetorical practice that can be used for good or for ill " Id at 394 The thorent al t.om timent to particular argumentative techniques-deconstruction, for example-can be distinguished from the sources of this commitment. For Balkin, the commitment to justice is exrra-iheorcttcal, justice is a carng"" Bakin. 30. The "sociology of cntique" involves specifying the social, political, and e.onoini, promcsc5 that both enable and limit critical practices That is, the sociologist interested in crititcism as a sotial pratitcc would analyze closely the socio-political conditions of possible cnticism Thus, the sotitlog) of critique seeks to broaden the understanding of cntical discourse by pro% iding a lens through %% hith critit.al scholars themselves might be analyzed. Cf. ALAN WATTS. Titf WliSIx)i Of-LNsi-CLkrY 114 il951 ("Philosophers ... often fail to recognize that their remarks about the universe appl also to themselLs and their remarks."). My line of analysis clearly drasts on sork done in the "stkiology of intellectuals ' See, e.g 
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between these pre-theoretical commitments and the theoretical orientation of CRT?
In Part III, I offer postmodern anthropology as an informative analogue. Analysis of anthropology's confrontation with postmodernism underscores the descriptive power of the notion of "pre-theoretical commitments." Anthropology's pre-theoretical commitment to the ethnographic method places discernible limits on the discipline's appropriation of postmodern critique." That is, the intellectual domain of anthropology is defined-as against other fields of inquiry and other forms of knowledge-by its commitment to the clarification of concepts such as "culture" and "difference" through ethnography. As such, the incoherence of ethnographic representation prefigures the incoherence of anthropol6gy itself. The example of "postmodern anthropology" clearly demonstrates the proper limits of radical critique: The apex of critical discourse within any field of inquiry is a reflexive turn aimed at specifying the field's pre-theoretical commitments. 3 2 Theoretical reflexivity-reflection upon the process of theorizing itself-generates what political scientist William Connolly calls "theoretical self-consciousness.""
In Part IV, I apply the lessons of anthropology's encounter with postmodernism to CRT. I suggest that the critic's positionality-clarified by reflexive analysis-is a function of the relevant discourse's pre-theoretical commitments. Additionally, I argue that postmodern insights might inform a reflexive critique of CRT without renouncing the pre-theoretical commitments of CRT.
In Part V, I conclude with a reflection on Foucault's clarion call for "essays in refusal." I argue that understanding "criticism" as a socially organized practice with identifiable, foundational commitments counsels against embracing the Foucauldian notion of irreducibly oppositional critique. THEORY 26 (1989) . Bourdieu would carry the claim much farther than I would, however For Bourdieu, reflexive theorizing is not only the outer limit of critical practice, it is the only viable critical practice. See PIERRE BOURDIEU, DISTINCTION: A SOCIAL CRITIQUE OF THE JUDGhMENT O1-TASTE 12 (Richard Nice trans., Harvard Univ. Press 1984) (1979) ("There is no way out ol the game of culture; and one's only chance of objectifying the true nature of the game is to objectify as fully as possible the very operations which one is obliged to use in order to achieve that objectification.").
33. Professor Connolly defines "theoretical self-consciousness" as:
[Fjirst, an effort to clarify for self and others the basic presumptions and conceptual organization of the perspective brought to inquiry; second, an assessment of the extent to which the available evidence supports or contravenes the perspective; third, i lull statement of the normative import of the theory; and, finally, an assessment of the extent to which available evidence and other explicit considerations justify acting in support of those normative conclusions. William E. Connolly, Theoretical Self-Consciousnes, in SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND POLITICAL THEORY 55, 57-58 (William E. Connolly & Glen Gordon eds., 1974) .
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II. THE POLITICS OF RECONSTRUCTION: THE PERILS OF POSTIMODERNISM

AND THE PRE-THEORETICAL COMMITMENTS OF CRITICAL RACE THEORY
CRT is often characterized as "postimodern," " antifoundational,"" or "nihilistic. 36 Given the controversy surrounding postmodernism in the legal academy, 3 7 these characterizations (regrettably) inform much of the debate on the merits of CRT.
3 8 Additionally, the genealogical relationship between CRT and Critical Legal Studies (CLS) gives rise to a deep tension in CRT that complicates the relationship between CRT and postmodernis.in' As a radical discourse utilizing CLS methodology, CRT challenges and rejects much of traditional liberal antidiscrimination law scholarship.' Toward this end, CRT is committed to revealing the ways in which the very concepts of -Equality,"
"Justice," and "Truth" are racialized in U.S. law. As a reformist discourse 43 The confrontation between CRT and postmodernism clarifies CRT's decidedly modernist pre-theoretical commitments to Truth, Equality, and Justice. That is, I claim that CRT could and should embrace postmodern thought only insofar as postmodernism furthers CRT's modernist pre-theoretical commitments. I am not concerned with the propriety of postmodernism as such; rather, I argue that the methods used to evaluate postmodernism are predetermined by CRT's discursive configuration.
Given the nature of my argument, the views of most scholars miss the mark. 44 Professor Harris's work, in contrast, offers a persuasive counterargument: CRT is, according to Harris, both a modernist and postmodernist discourse. A close reading of Harris's argument, however, reveals the ways in which her own account is shaped by CRT's modernist pretheoretical commitments. Even in defending the notion of a postmodern CRT, Harris appeals to identifiable, modernist criteria. In short, this analysis provides strong evidence of CRT's pre-theoretical commitments as well as the ways in which these commitments frame CRT's encounter with postmodernism.
Harris's article deftly maneuvers through the fundamental theoretical and political challenges facing CRT. 45 In doing so, it provides perhaps the most sophisticated reflection on CRT's confrontation with postmodernism. 46 To engage The Jurisprudence of Reconstruction is to address the very heart-the conceptual center-of CRT. Indeed, Harris's project is foundational for CRT in at least two respects. First, the piece is metatheoretical in the sense that Harris seeks to understand CRT as a unified project. Harris seeks to elaborate a common foundation for CRT. 47 What is at stake in Harris's article is nothing short of the proper role for progressive scholars in the struggle for the liberation of historically (perpetually) oppressed groups. Toward this end, Harris calls for a *'dual commitment" in CRT to both modernist and postmodernist narratives: "The seeming choice between modernism and postiodernism is an impossible one. The task is to live in the tension itself: to continually rebuild modernism in light of postmodernist critique."" I disagree. Indeed, a close analysis of Harris's "dual commitment" model reveals the decidedly modernist pre-theoretical commitments of CRT as well as the ways in which these commitments structure even arguments advocating a postmodern orientation for CRT. Harris frames this ostensibly productive tension as an ontological discontinuity between modernism and postmodernism: 5° "Modernism does not pretend that truth is easy to see, but it does insist that there is some truth, some authentic experience and knowledge. In response, postmodernism doubts the notion of authenticity altogether, even the authenticity of the self.""'
In its modernist moments, CRT is deeply committed to a vision of liberation in the sense that it aims not to topple the Enlightenment, but to make the Enlightenment's promises real. 2 Conversely, in its postmodernist moments, CRT is profoundly skeptical of the conceptual, ethical, and political foundations of the Enlightenment, including "Truth," "Justice," and "'Reason": "Even ideas like 'truth' and 'justice' themselves are open to interrogations that reveal their complicity with power."" The dual commitment is made not only to "antiracist" critique" . but also "'to criticism itself."" How might CRT inhabit this dialectic between the "romantic excesses of modernist faith""' and the "deconstructive excesses '' -7 implications-political and theoretical-of such a positioning? My claims are forwarded in the spirit of questions that, in my view, should be foregrounded by CRT as it negotiates this contradiction that defines what it means to be a "radical scholar." Should (or could) CRT aspire to avoid privileging the modernist over the postmodernist narrative? Even as Harris spells out postmodernist critiques of the Enlightenment, she seems to betray the methodological protocol that enables such radical critique in the first place. The issue I want to highlight here concerns the impulse to think, to write, and to critique. 58 Where might CRT ground its raison d'etre given Harris's account? That is, I want to interrogate the conditions of possibility for the proposition that "postmodernist narratives are productive for CRT." My contention is that CRT should-perhaps must-always evaluate this proposition by modernist standards of judgment. 59 Indeed, Harris's account itself is driven by the belief that postmodernist narratives can productively contribute to the liberation of oppressed peoples.
Postmodernism assists CRT, according to Harris, by revealing the ways in which race is "always already" 6 inscribed in the most innocent and neutralseeming concepts. 61 This revelation prompts Harris to call for an "aspiration toward disenchantment," 62 by which she means a mood that is always conscious of the limits of rational reason and the ways in which intellectual and legal formulations will always fall shcrt of their intended aims. Disenchantment implies a certain distance from the struggle to further social change through creative, more complex, and sophisticated social theory-even as we are wholly committed to it.
63
Harris does not advocate "disenchantment" merely for the sake of complexity or creativity alone. Complexity and creativity open doors and reveal pathways to "liberation" that otherwise remain hidden or obscured. 6 " For example, Harris brilliantly explicates the ways in which CRT narratives cannot be 58. See infra Section IV.C.
59.
My very theoretical preoccupation with evaluation could be criticized as an impulse grounded in modernist faith. See CHRISTOPHER NORRIS, THE TRUTH ABOUT POSTMODERNISM 299-304 (1993) .
60. The phrase was coined by French philosopher Jacques Derrida. For an extended discussion of the genesis and elaboration of the concept, see DIANA Fuss, ESSENTIALLY SPEAKING 15-21 (1989) .
61. This claim has been a central insight of the CRT movement. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 41.
62. Harris, supra note 22, at 767. 63. Id. 64. "Liberation" is placed in quotation marks to acknowledge another side of the postmodern inquiry centering on redefining what might constitute liberation. Harris highlights the liberation (modemist)/empowerment (postmodemist) dichotomy. See id. at 752-53. This formulation, however, must confront the question I pose here. That is, how might we determine whether a reconceptualiation of "liberation" is productive? The standards used should always take as their point of departure the modernist faith that one can move from "understanding to action." Id. at 753.
[Vol. 107: 499 judged solely by rationalist standards. ' Evaluations made within whatever alternative framework one might employ, however, would turn on the degree to which the reconceptualization "works." This notion of -works" always already invokes a range of (best-left-unproblematized) concepts, formulations, and values. REv, 665. 676 (1993) (arguing that CRT should be alloed a degre aL lurher experimentation before it is brought to judgment as a scholarly mo'ement) 66. Amone these is "Ifaith" in some idea ol "ustice "" What is CRT qua ",,i. supra note 6 These projects are "auto-effacing" in the sense that the authors sell-consciousl, adsance claims that undermine or malidate the conceptual foundations upon which those \e, claims are built, that is. the arguments arc purposefully self-defeating. My claim is not that such projects are not uselul, rather. m% 0aim toncens the ",as in which I feel CRT qua CRT should (could) appropnatel, incorporate the %%,otk ol sumh theorcti,.ians 68. That is, criticism of modermity might be properl understood as ,ell-grounded 4.omplaitts that modemity-in practice-has not sulficiently realized its noble. it abstract. aspirations In the ,.ontc.t ot L S law, CRT might be best understood as a challenge to legal liberalism to hi',e up to its o%% n standards See Frank I. Michelman. Foreiiord" "Racialin and Reaaon. 95 Mic.' L Ri-' 723 t1997) larguing that liberalism can be reconciled with CRT concepts itl liberalism is charactened as a set ol aspiratins and not as a set of existing norms)
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III. LESSONS OF THE REFLEXIVE TURN IN POSTMODERN ANTHROPOLOGY
CRT is not, of course, the only discipline to encounter the prospects and problems of postmodernism. Postmodernism has challenged the conceptual integrity of many scholarly discourses, including economics, 69 history, 70 literature, 7 and politics. 72 I claim that such encounters are always structured by the pre-theoretical commitments of the discipline in question. 7 3 The detailed exposition of examples should clarify this rather abstract claim. Indeed, studying the selective appropriation of postmodernism in other disciplines would improve the understanding of postmodernism's place in the legal academy. Furthermore, an analysis of the ways in which pre-theoretical commitments inform radical theorizing in other disciplines clarifies the concept of "pre-theoretical commitments" itself. In this part, I outline the contours of the confrontation between anthropology and postmodemism. 74 The radical skepticism of postmodernity-including the assault on realist, neutral modes of representation-threatens to render anthropological discourse incoherent. Drawing on the central proposition of this Note, I claim that anthropology's pre-theoretical commitment to the ethnographic method (broadly conceived) places effective limits on the ways in which postmodernism influences anthropological thinking.
Anthropology's confrontation with postmodernism demonstrates the ways in which the capacity of any discipline to reflect on its own foundations is limited. The in-depth case study of anthropological practice suggests that the project of "reflexivity"-evaluation of a practice's theoretical orientation in light of its pre-theoretical commitments-is the height of critical discourse within any disciplinary domain. 75 That is, the example of anthropology helps amend and answer the "postmodern question": How far can scholars go in 69. See, e.g ("Ethnography is the result of fieldwork, but it is the written report that must represent the culture, not the fieldwork itself. Ethnography, as a written product, then. has a degree of independence (how the culture is portrayed) from the fieldwork on which it is based (how culture is known) ") Second. ethnography reasons from the panicular to the general That is. anthropological knowledge is produced through the ethnographic representation of social life within particular groups See D*'N SPERBh.R. ON ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 95 n.3 (1982) ("'Ethnography' is generally used in a restictive sense it refers exclusively to the study of socto-cultural phenomena fitr/un a specific human group "') For a sound and highly readable introduction to the ethnographic method. see VAN MAANI"RN. 5upr
78. VAN The problem of relating lanthropologyl to the grand march of the social sciences was made all the more severe by the fact that the philosophical disquietudes that had been gathenng within those sciences during the previous two decades grew so powerful in the seventies and eighties as to disarrange their sense of what it was they were all about The moral and epistemological vertigo that struck the culture generally in the post-structuraltst. post.modernist. post-humanist age, the age of turns and texts, of the evaporated subject and the constructed fact. struck the social sciences with particular force The postmodern challenge eventually produced widespread theoretical and methodological crisis in anthropology. 8 This crisis, surely linked to the broader theoretical and representational crisis in the social sciences," involved a central methodological problem: how to produce objective concepts and objectively verifiable theories about social actors and social formations that are themselves always embedded in subjective meaning structures. 8 3 In traditional ethnography, a knowing subject experiences an unmediated confrontation between self and object, the latter including both the "primitive" other and the constellation of "social facts." 84 Through this confrontation, knowledge of other cultures is produced by the anthropologist. Thus the epistemological foundation of ethnographic texts rests upon the imputed ability to represent some aspect of the social field. This formula, however, fails to resolve the aforementioned methodological snare. Indeed, the problems associated with textualization as a means of representation are welldocumented in anthropological literature. 85 Ultimately, the theoretical ground upon which empiricist ethnography rests is unstable in the postmodern world.
B. The Reflexive Turn: Pushing the Limits of Critique
Confronted by the postmodern challenge, anthropology must engage in critical reflection of its own theoretical underpinnings-that is, critical CLIFFORD anthropology requires "reflexivity."" In this section, 1 outline the essential features of the "'reflexive turn"-and its proper limits-in anthropology. Specifically, I highlight some recurrent themes in the anthropological critiques of anthropology. This brief survey illuminates three theoretically significant characteristics of anthropology's confrontation with postmodernism. First, the postmodern challenge prompts theoretical introspection in anthropology. Second, anthropological reflection on any issue-including anthropological discourse itself-necessarily involves utilization of the discipline's conceptual resources. Third, these conceptual resources, without which anthropological inquiry is impossible, are properly understood as the pre-theoretical commitments of anthropology. In this way, "reflexive" theorizing-even when inspired by radical skepticism-proceeds from an identifiable, and indeed pretheoretical, starting point. Consider, for example, Johannes Fabian's sweeping critique of anthropological theory, Time and the Other,' " which outlines a program for "dismantling identifiable ideological devices and strategies which have been functioning to protect [anthropology] from radical epistemological critique."" Fabian seeks to build a theoretical apparatus in which a truly reflexive anthropology would be possible." Such a "reflexive" anthropology clearly involves the recognition that anthropology as a cultural practice is itself socially, historically, and philosophically mediated. The "reflexive" tradition pushes the argument a bit further by using the positionality of anthropology as the conceptual centerpiece in the decotnstructoz and reconstruction of anthropological knowledge. 9 " The nature and constitution of anthropological knowledge as well as the practical and political effects of that knowledge-including both its content and its production-are thereby foregrounded as theoretical concerns. In this section, 1 explicate and evaluate the theoretical significance of this tradition, particularly in regard to some of the central conceptual problems plaguing anthropology, namely the problem 86. Richard G Fox, 15brktng in the Pre.ent,. lttroduction to RI-CAPTVRLNG A rTIR uL'GY 1. 4 (Richard G. Fox ed, 1991) (describing the status quo in anthropolog) as an era o "'lrlcllir it). relativitt, and the rejection of a priviieged position for science or scholarship"i 87. JOHANNES FABIAN, Tiswt AN 
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The Yale Law Journal of representation, 9 subject-object distinctions, 92 power, 93 and the "other."94 Each of these issues is addressed in two respects by the reflexive turn. First, each can be studied cross-culturally; that is, one can engage in the anthropology of power, the anthropology of difference, or the anthropology of representation. Second, each can be analyzed in relation to the constitution and nature of anthropological knowledge itself. 9 5 Simply put, these concepts and issues operate within anthropological discourse in constitutive ways-hence, "power" in anthropology, "difference" in anthropology, "representation" in anthropology. Both aspects of the "reflexive turn" in anthropology provide excellent examples of reflexivity's analytical contours. More specifically, anthropological reflexivity demonstrates some of the ways in which a scholarly discourse might productively appropriate postmodern critique without abandoning the discipline's pre-theoretical commitments.
Representation: The Epistemological Status of Anthropology
The nature of anthropological representation is a recurring and prominent theme in the reflexive tradition. 96 The search for the "ethnographic real" has historically mirrored the search for an anthropology grounded in science. 7 Every statement of "fact" already involves a selection procedure that precludes the use of such facts as a theoretically prior base.
98 "Facts" are the irreducible building blocks of science; the claim that these facts are produced and mediated rather than discovered deals a staggering blow to empiricist methodology. 99 91. See, e.g [Vol. 107: 499
In this way, a fundamental insight of postmodernism has made its way into anthropological thought: Position mediates interpretation. The ethnographic observer therefore becomes an integral variable in the production of anthropological knowledge.?° Thus the reflexive tradition problematizes the oversimplified subject-object relationship that informs conventional ethnography.' The ethnographer can no longer be viewed as a neutral observer operating simultaneously both inside the field of inquiry, as participant observer, and outside, as disinterested scientist. In the end, the confrontation of postmodernism and anthropology produces a rethinking of the status of anthropological knowledge. The position of the anthropologist in relation to a field of knowledge, the object of inquiry (which includes the ethnographer herself), and an overdetermined ethnographic genre are all constitutive parts of the ethnographic whole.'1 2 On an analytic or descriptive level, the richness of this dynamic can never be fully exhausted.
Thus, postmodernism in anthropology has been appropriated as a means to reexamine and to refashion the ethnographic method.'"' A double danger lurks in such an approach. On the one hand, these reconstructive endeavors seem arbitrary points of closure that betray the raison d'etre of the reflexive 103. Such a reflexive approach provides the anthropologist with room to maneuver between uncritical realism and antifoundationalism. As Professor Hastrup writes Reflexive anthropology places itself between the poles of correspondence theory and constitutiC theory .... The first claims to mirror reality, ontology and eptstemolog5 ale one The seczond disclaims this kind of realism and admits to constituting reahty With a trul, rellexise anthropology we shall not have to make a choice, but shall be able to lise w'ith the paradox of definitional realities. HASTRUP, supra note 83, at 50. 
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statements about anthropology become viable anthropological statements? Surely points of closure are inevitable and productive even if such points are properly understood as transient and unstable." The theoretical terrain, even when understood as always already problematized, must honor the pretheoretical commitments of anthropological discourse in order to retain any integrity as anthropological knowledge. The constructive proposals offered by reflexive theorists, then, should not be read as dogmatic proclamations on "the right and only way to do anthropology"; rather these schemes represent necessarily incomplete reformulations-"experiments," according to George Marcus and Michael Fischer.
1 0 7 To address these issues appropriately, a reflexive position is necessary-one in which the conceptual and representational tools are most appropriately fashioned through continual reflection on both the nature of the anthropological encounter with the "other" and the status of the "other" within that encounter.
An Anthropology of Anthropology
The recognition of anthropology as a culturally mediated activity situates anthropology, the cultural practice, clearly within the domain of anthropology, the academic discourse. This bifurcation of the anthropological realm rests uneasily in its tenuous construction. Indeed, the very notion of an anthropology of anthropology is wrought with conceptual difficulties. 0 8 I argue, however, that the anthropology of anthropology-reflexivity taken to the extreme-is the height of critical theoretical inquiry within anthropology. Pushing the inquiry further would require the use of other conceptual resources.
An anthropological inquiry into the nature of anthropology as a cultural phenomenon would necessarily involve demarcating the set of practices-material (methodological) and symbolic (epistemological)-that define the place of anthropology in a broader social field. If, however, the object of the inquiry is the very nature of anthropology, then there can be no stable, locatable anthropological subject engaging in such an inquiry. Thus anthropology answers the question "what is anthropology?" in necessarily partisan and partial ways. An anthropology of anthropology then presumes an understanding, or positioning, of anthropology both as a cultural practice and as an academic discourse. Yet this received understanding itself is an integral or at least entangled in a sort of aporia similar to the famous 'all Cretans are hars,' an aporia from which they cannot escape except by indefinite navel-gazing .... [Vol. 107: 499 aspect of the inquiry. How then is it possible to reflect on this prior, unexamined frame within which an anthropology of anthropology becomes possible? How can one study anthropology anthropologically if the orientation of such studies is itself in question? A reflexive turn in any discipline will invariably involve the sort of conceptual opportunities and difficulties outlined in this section. The necessity and the impossibility of forging a radical break with the dominant episteme, to "think otherly, ' "' present themselves at the edge of epistemological crisis-an edge at which "radical" critique faces the constant threat of theoretical reabsorption into conventional modes."'
C. Understanding Ethnography as Pre-Theoretical Conntment:
The Discursive Limits of Postnodern Anthropology
Critics question the coherence and relevance of a postmodern anthropology. In many respects, such claims are persuasive. First, postmodern anthropology, by emphasizing anthropology's representational strategies (the "textual turn"'), shifts the analytic focus away from anthropology's traditional orientation, the study of cultural forms and processes. Second, postmodem challenges to ethnographic representation undermine the conceptual integrity of all claims about culture and difference. For Polier and Roseberry, the postmodern turn in anthropology blurs the received distinction between fiction and ethnography." 7 "Postmodern" ethnography, then, ignores the fact that the context of ethnographic textual production is one of unequal power and knowledge and in so doing reproduces the privileged positioning of the anthropologist." 8 The rejection of ethnographic realism by Marcus, Fischer, and Clifford does not, however, involve a rejection of "representation" as an enterprise." 9 What is sought is a more authentic, theoretically informed representation.'
"Postmodern" ethnographers do not advance the argument that anthropology cannot function as an "interpretive community."' 2 ' l Indeed, "the events we see and the stories we are told constrain us" 2 ' insofar as scholars see them and hear them (and textualize them) as anthropologists. Postmodem anthropology seeks to understand more fully the particular ways in which the "facts" constrain anthropologists through a better understanding of the process by which "facts" are represented in ethnographies. That is, postmodern anthropology provides a better understanding of the process through which the nature of the anthropological encounter is made available as anthropological knowledge-an understanding of how experience both becomes and mediates knowledge.' 2 3 The unique way in which this process occurs in and as anthropology necessarily involves textualization 24 For the postmodern theorists, ethnography is necessarily and irreducibly textual-that is, anthropology qua anthropology involves the practice of textualization. l 5 The inscription of the "other" into texts, whether it be 116. Id. at 248-49. 117. See id. at 248. 118. Indeed, this hidden power relation, the "ideology of dialogic production," occurs within a context where "the ethnographer's privilege is precisely a discourse on the discourse." Id. at 252.
119. See MARCUS & FISCHER, supra note 82, at 67. In fact, the experimentation with form and presentation of ethnographic texts is explicitly described as a "modernist" project: "If realist texts continue the convention of allowing the ethnographer to remain in unchallenged control of his narrative, modernist texts are constructed to highlight the eliciting discourse between ethnographer and subjects or to involve tne reader in the work of analysis." Id.; see also Renato Rosaldo, From the Door of His Tent: The Fieldworker and the Inquisitor, in WRITING CULTURE, supra note 85, at 77, 88.
120. See MARCUS & FISCHER, supra note 82, at 42-43 ("We view the current experiments as adapting and bringing anthropology forcefully into line with its twentieth-century promises of authentically representing cultural differences and using this knowledge as a critical probe into our own ways of life and thought.").
121. See, e.g., STANLEY FISH, Is THERE A TEXT IN THIS CLASS? 1-17, 268-92 (1980) (describing the concept of an "interpretive community").
122. Polier & Roseberry, supra note 112, at 251. 123. See HASTRUP, supra note 83, at 50 ("In anthropology ... reflexivity starts-not as a particular style of writing but as an inherent element in any empirical ethnography."). AUTHOR (1988) (analyzing anthropology's strategies of textualization).
See generally CLIFFORD GEERTZ, WORKS AND LIVES: THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS
125. See, e.g., Rabinow, supra note 85, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] thought as a translation or a representation, ' 2 lies at the heart of anthropology. Anthropologists are trained principally through the supervised reading of texts (and texts on other texts). Indeed, the notion of an increasingly inclusive ethnological theory relies upon the use of ethnographic texts as viable substitutes for fieldwork. Anthropology necessarily operates within a context of textualization with its commensurate social, political, cultural, and economic effects. Given this pre-theoretical commitment, the anthropologist concerned with radicalizing theory must engage in a "systematic unlearning" of her privilege.1 7 That is, western intellectual production may in many ways be complicit with contemporary global power relations. Anthropology needs to articulate its political, historical, and theoretical conditions of existence that continue to reproduce the power relations between the West and its "others," and that give authority to certain descriptions or accounts while silencing others.
Polier and Roseberry's critique does underscore the appropriate limit of postmodern anthropology: Theorists cannot ignore the relations between representational forms and social practices-anthropology should not be reduced to "navel gazing." Given this limitation, reflexivity in anthropology should clarify the pieconditions of anthropological knowledge with the furtherance of anthropological understanding in mind.'2 : These criticisms are illuminating in at least two respects. Such critiques demonstrate that anthropology occupies a bounded discursive domain organized around identifiable pre-theoretical commitments. In addition, the debates surrounding these criticisms reveal that postmodern anthropology-itself ensconced in anthropological discourse-shares the discipline's pre-theoretical commitments. Both the questions asked and the answers provided prove instructive.
In short, the lessons of postmodern anthropology demonstrate the usefulness of the "pre-theoretical commitments" concept. Postmodernism confronts anthropology as a challenge to the foundational, pre-theoretical commitments of the discipline, prompting a reflexive turn. This introspective reflection on the discipline's pre-theoretical commitments clanfies the nature of these commitments, thereby enabling theoretically informed reconstruction. Deconstruction and reconstruction take place within this discursive domain, and this understanding of anthropology's confrontation with postmodernism should not blind us to the obvious danger of subsiiuting a mere theoiy ol praus for its adtual reailition ") underscores the importance of pre-theoretical commitments in structuring any such encounter.
IV. REFLEXIVITY AND THE DISCURSIVE LIMITS OF CRT
Debates about the prospects or propriety of postmodern CRT should heed the lessons of other disciplines. Toward this end, this part draws two lessons from anthropology's encounter with postmodemism. First, pre-theoretical commitments delimit potential theoretical maneuvering; not even postmodernism's plasticity can outflank this discursive imperative. As discussed in Part III, postmodern anthropology clearly operates within welldefined discursive boundaries. Second, reflexive theorizing enables the postmodern anthropologist to experiment within the confines of these pretheoretical commitments. The critical point here is not that patterns of socially organized practice preclude conceptual and normative transformation. Rather, the point is that as long as the pre-theoretical commitments of any field retain some currency among its practitioners, the theoretical landscape will invariably conform to these discursive limits.
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The lessons learned from postmodern anthropology suggest that the effective limit of critical discourse resides in reflexive critique-understood as theoretical reevaluation in light of a more fully developed understanding of the discourse's pre-theoretical commitments. This part offers provisional reflections on ways in which CRT might utilize postmodemism both to elaborate its pretheoretical commitments and to reconstruct the theoretical framework of CRT. Specifically, I make three related claims. First, CRT should analyze the multidimensional positionality from which CRT speaks. Understanding CRT as an academic discourse with attendant benefits and constraints would inform the reflexive elaboration of CRT's pre-theoretical commitments. To elaborate this point, I analyze Patricia Williams's CRT critique of market ideology. Second, reflexive CRT should analyze race and racialization (as well as CRT itself) as discursive formations. Discourse analysis, I contend, provides a framework that complements reflexive theorizing by closely tracking the relationship between the ideal and the material. In Section IV.B, I outline some of the constitutive features of this framework. Third, reflexive CRT-to avoid devolving into "navel gazing"-must remain ever attentive to its pre-theoretical commitments. I suggest that an understanding of the impulses driving CRT would and should inform CRT's appropriation of postmodemism. In the end, "reflexive CRT" must involve both a "reflexive" CRT and a reflexive "CRT."
129. In addition, the nature of CRT's pre-theoretical commitments also helps illuminate the character of "pre-theoretical commitments." Consider an obvious surface distinction: Anthropology's pre-theorctical commitments are methodological, while CRT's commitments are political. In my account, however, the theoretical significance of CRT's political commitments is identical to anthropology's methodological commitments.
A. Positioning the Critique: Understanding CRT as an Academic Discourse
Reflexive critique involves understanding the situatedness of Critical Race Theorists in multiple intersecting spheres. An exhaustive list of these levels of analysis is beyond the scope of this project. By way of example, however, consider the market positioning of Critical Race Theorists This example proves useful since market positions intersect CRT at the two analytically relevant levels: CRT theorizes markets and market ideology, and CRT itself operates within a market. That is, CRT analyzes markets from a particular market position. In Spare Parts, Family V1alues, Old Children, Cheap, " Patricia Williams analyzes the production and reproduction of race in market ideology. I hope to evaluate the degree to which Professor Williams's analysis functions effectively as a critique of the "market" and market ideology. This section seeks to elaborate further the complex interconnections between race, racism, and the market by examining, in part, the conditions of possibility for CRT critiques of the market. Such an exposition reveals ways in which CRT might operate reflexively within the discursive constraints of race, subordination, and liberation. This involves marking Professor Williams's positionality as an investigating, writing subject engaged in a project that cannot be located outside the dynamics of the market ideology A substantive concern for the politics of the oppressed can mask a privileging of the intellectual which may, in turn, compound the difficulty of the project. CRT should involve a commitment to rendering visible the historical and institutional structures from which legal scholars, including Critical Race Theorists themselves, speak.
CRT must theorize itself as a product of the civil rights tradition, even as it seeks to elaborate alternative empowerment strategies. Critical Race Theorists speak from a highly assimilated position. My point is not grounded in class determinism. Rather I hope to underscore some of the ways in which the market-driven "self-negation" described by Williams" operates on the CRT project itself. Williams highlights two tactics used by racial minorities faced with overwhelming assimilationist pressures: "success by dissembling," '' 32 which refers to the tactic of dissembling whiieness to achieve economic success; and "scatter the pigeons.""' which refers to the tactic of shocking members of the privileged racial group by enacting feared or otherwise repudiated stereotypical behavior. Both tactics underscore some of the ways in which markets are racialized. Dissembling whiteness is theorized as a condition of possibility for success in our racialized market 
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Conversely, market pressures impel racial minorites to "scatter the pigeons" as a means of disavowing the hypocrisy that permeates dissembling. The tension between the self-understandings informing these two coping strategies captures some of the "paradoxical logic" that informs the assimilationist tendencies of market ideology: The critical race theorist must comport with dominant conceptions of the "minority legal scholar" while continuously positioning herself in critical opposition to these conventional understandings. How does one inhabit such a space? Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has remarked that " [p] ersistently to critique a structure that one cannot not (wish to) inhabit is the deconstructive stance."' 34 The conceptual impossibility of such a stance must be negotiated at every turn.
CRT must theorize the privileged position from which Critical Race Theorists speak. Law professors are conferred with material and symbolic privilege, which often places them in an odd relation to the objects of their inquiry: What law professors write and teach has political and other actual consequences for others that are different from the consequences, or lack of consequences, for the scholars themselves.
135 Critical Race Theorists, in a sense, speak from a position of relative exile-exile from the harshest material realities of racism and capitalism. 36 The work of law professors is inherently marked by a complex web of market relations; writing and teaching is after all a means of subsistence. My claim is not that Critical Race Theorists must avoid the commodification of liberatory thinking to preserve the conceptual integrity of their project; rather I am suggesting that the radical impossibility of such an avoidance must inform any critique of the market or market ideology. The claim, in fact, could be pushed further. Perhaps silence on this matter is wrought with political and conceptual pitfalls. Explicit recognition of the privileged position from which she speaks might inform projects like Professor Williams's article in a number of ways-some of which cut to the heart of the enterprise. First, assimilation might be a condition of possibility for effective anti-systemic critique. Second, the degree to which the very act of writing is complicit with the structures under critique must be understood. This involves an explicit recognition of the commodified status of the liberatory project as it is inscribed in legal scholarship even as CRT engages in the discursive disavowal of that status. As Williams demonstrates so forcefully, market ideology is most invidious when invisible; its very power in a sense is dependent on its transparency. An As the case of postmodern anthropology demonstrates, reflexive theorizing can devolve into "navel gazing. ' "' In the attempt to develop a CRT of CRT, the pre-theoretical foundations that are isolated and elaborated through reflexive theorizing might prove illusory. That is, the very process that generates a rich understanding of CRT's pre-theoretical commitmentsreflexive theorizing-could destabilize these foundations.ts The danger, as described by Pierre Bourdieu, is that reflexive theorizing "'becomes its own end [and] opens the door to a form of thinly-veiled nihilistic relativism.. that stands as the polar opposite to a truly reflexive social science."'"" CRT, as currently constituted, faces no such danger. Reflexive CRT-as an instance of CRT-must, and indeed would, always embody the pre-theoretical commitments of CRT discourse.
Discourse analysis would provide a framework for pushing the inquiry beyond potential conceptual brick walls. By discourse analysis, I mean studying the ways in which thinking and speaking shape and, in turn, are shaped by structures of power." Discourse analysis would emphasize the social and material basis of producing knowledge.' 4 ' Such an approach would create theoretical space within which one could both pursue reflexive critique and understand the full progressive potential of CRT. Discourse analysis would allow CRT to analyze the ways in which systems of ideas acquire a materiality-that is, to understand how certain conceptions of race came to be dominant to the exclusion of other explanations '-2 Discourse analysis emphasizes the processes that produce and constitute social subjects, identities, and their relations.' 43 Discourses have real effects. They are not just the way that social issues get talked and thought about; they structure the possible. 4 As such, the discourse of CRT is intimately connected to a set of non-discursive institutional practices and systems of power. Other approaches risk underestimating the degree to which the discourse of CRT structures both the understanding of race as a social phenomenon and the identities of those about whom the discourse produces statements. The discourse of CRT should be understood as part of a system of statements about the relationship between race and the law that have become self-evident. An effective progressive politics requires an understanding of the stability and the imputed coherence and lucidity of the prevailing conceptions of race in the legal academy and beyond.
Discourse analysis would also allow CRT to define the limits of appropriation. That is, such an approach would enable CRT to describe which classes or groups have access to a particular discourse and the political effects produced by this differential access. This field of inquiry would help expose several relations: the relation between the author and the discourse employed; and the relations between classes, groups, or "races" as they struggle for control of the discourses of race and CRT. With these analytical elements in mind, CRT could better assess its role in the construction and reproduction of notions of race and justice by providing a richer exposition of prevailing power relations.
C. Understanding the Impulse Driving CRT. Reflexivity as a Precursor to Reconstruction
Reflexivity provides critical theorists with the analytical tools needed to understand the impulses driving critique.' 45 Interrogation of the impulses driving any critique reveals the vital distinction between method and rationale.
analyzing the ways in which discourses constitute "objects" or "classes of objects" available for study, as well as the ways in which discourses constitute these objects as subjects of statements that can themselves be judged as "true" or "false." Genealogy tries to get at the power that makes possible and legitimate certain kinds of questions and statements to the exclusion of others. KNOWLEDGE 4 (1990) . Professor Smith, in defining "reflexive inquiry," provides a persuasive account of reflexivity's theoretical purchase: "[W]hat we make here an object of investigation is what we ourselves are immersed in. The ideological practices explicated here are our own. Explicating such practices enables us to become aware of how, in deploying them, we participate in the relations of ruling." Id.
If, as Angela Harris suggests, the impulse grounding modernism is faith" 4 and the impulse grounding postmodemism is skepticism, 4 7 then modernism should always serve as the rationale driving CRT-standing outside of and prior to the methodological choice between postmodern narrative, modem narrative, and Harris's "dual commitment" model.' Given this formulation, Harris's dialectical account seems misleading. Modernism and postmodernism should not be theorized as the polar regions of a "productive tension," in that postmodernism should not serve as a counterweight to modernism in CRT. Rather, postmodemism should be theorized as an approach or a route to a modernist promised land. Authentic postmodern moments are only possible in CRT at the very moments in which CRT effaces the conditions of its own possibility. At those moments a new project emerges-an unknown project that Critical Race Theorists would only pursue given their "modernist faith" in what awaits them on the other side.
V. CONCLUSION
This Note suggests that the prevailing accounts of CRT's relationship to postmodernism do not explain the extant discursive limitations of CRT That is, CRT-as a socially organized practice--could and should only appropriate postmodern theory in ways that are consistent with CRT's pre-theoretical commitments. Three related propositions are suggested by this analysis. First, CRT-even in its most deconstructive moments-eimbodies identifiable pretheoretical commitments. Second, these pre-theoretical commitments provide firm foundations that structure CRT as a theoretical and practical discourse. Third, the source of these foundations is social. Angela Harris's appealing account of postmodernism in CRT seems descriptively inadequate given the analysis developed in this Note. Of course, Professor Harris is in some sense well aware of the problems I point to here. The formulations in her piece are made in the way of suggestions-the clearing of theoretical space. She invites the "critique and subversion" of her own provisional generalizations.' 49 My position in this Note, however, is informed by the belief that the invitation to critique and to subvert must at some point be withdrawn. The moment of this withdrawal-the point at which the critic will have worn out her welcome-would in many important respects be determined by unmistakably modernist political calculations. Decisive questions would and should be asked. Is the critique paralytic'? Is the critique productive? Aversion to the paralytic and aspiration to the productive constitute part of the modernist terrain that CRT should properly call its home. 
